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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the Euro deposit markets, what is spot?
A. Valueonecalendardayforward
B. Valuetwocalendardaysforward
C. Value one bank business day forward
D. Value two bank business days forward
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An on-premises application will be migrated to the cloud. The application consists of a single
Elasticsearch virtual machine with data source feeds from local systems that will not be
migrated, and a Java web application on Apache Tomcat running on three virtual machines.
The Elasticsearch server currently uses 1 TB of storage out of 16 TB available storage, and the
web application is updated every 4 months. Multiple users access the web application from the
Internet. There is a 10Gbit AWS Direct Connect connection established, and the application can
be migrated over a schedules 48-hour change window.
Which strategy will have the LEAST impact on the Operations staff after the migration?
A. Create an Amazon ES cluster for Elasticsearch and a public AWS Elastic Beanstalk
environment for the web application. Pause the data source feeds, export the Elasticsearch
index from on premises, and import into the Amazon ES cluster. Move the data source feeds to
the new Amazon ES cluster endpoint and move users to the new web application.
B. Create an Amazon ES cluster for Elasticsearch and a public AWS Elastic Beanstalk
environment for the web application. Use AWS DMS to replicate Elasticsearch data. When
replication has finished, move data source feeds to the new Amazon ES cluster endpoint and
move users to the new web application.

C. Create an Elasticsearch server on Amazon EC2 right-sized with 2 TB of Amazon EBS and a
public AWS Elastic Beanstalk environment for the web application. Pause the data sources,
export the Elasticsearch index from on premises, and import into the EC2 Elasticsearch server.
Move data source feeds to the new Elasticsearch server and move users to the web application.
D. Use the AWS SMS to replicate the virtual machines into AWS. When the migration is
complete, pause the data source feeds and start the migrated Elasticsearch and web
application instances. Place the web application instances behind a public Elastic Load
Balancer. Move the data source feeds to the new Elasticsearch server and move users to the
new web Application Load Balancer.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
An independent audit is important to readers of financial statements because it
A. assures the readers of financial statements that any fraudulent activity has been corrected
B. measures and communicates the data included in financial statements
C. objectively examines and reports on management's financial statements
D. confirms the accuracy of management's financial representations.
Answer: C
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